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Introduction

Theory of matching markets
I Comparison of mechanisms (Efficiency, Incentives, Fairness, Stability)

Debates on the best forms of market organization
I Organization of school choice systems
I Effects of centralized systems on salaries (medical match)
X Theory does not always yield unambiguous answers

Effects of Policy Proposals
I Impact of financial aid reform on access to college

Outcomes are mediated through agent choices
I Preferences are primitives in the theory and messages in mechanisms

X Formal mechanisms produce rich administrative data
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Role of Using Choice Models

Positive Analysis:
I Quantifying preferences/ammenities
I Effects of market interventions are intermediated through agent choices

X Taxes, tuition subsidies, free tuition, quotas
X Preference estimates facilitate General Equilibrium policy analysis

Normative Analysis:
I Welfare and distributional consequences

X Complementary to theory in evaluation of trade-offs
I Magnitudes of effects identified in the theory
I Analysis when theory is intractible or ambiguous
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Revealed Preference Approach

Traditional revealed preference approach

X Use data on consumer decisions to deduce most preferred option (given price)

Matching Markets: Cannot choose your preferred option → must also be
chosen

I Cannot decide to enroll at MIT
I Your partner needs to agree to marry you
I Cannot show up at work at Google
I Peer-to-peer platforms require mutual consent (eg. AirBnb)
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Revealed Preference Approach

X Rules of the market determine the interpretation of the data
I Matched partner need not be preferred to others
I College application decisions consider chances of admission
I Agents need not submit a truthful ranking

X Organized marketplaces present a unique opportunity for analysis
I Administrative data on outcomes and/or submitted rankings
I Well understood rules of the game assist modeling choices
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Random Utility Preference Model

(Indirect) Utility of agent i over possible options j :

vij = v(xij , ξj , εi ;β)

= xijβi + ξj + εij

I xij are observed in the data
I βi are individual preference factors
I ξj is an unobserved option quality indicator
I εij is an idiosyncratic taste

Other details
I Value of a reference (outside) option normalized to zero vi0 = 0
I Scale of utility also requires a normalization

X Parametric assumptions on εij and βi are commonly made for estimation
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Numeraire and Welfare

Often interested in making welfare statements
1. Within agent: Does agent i benefit? Do all agents benefit?
2. Across agents: Who benefits the most? Does the average student benefit?

Inter-personal comparisons are difficult without transfers [c.f. Kaldor-Hicks]

Two approaches, depending on the setting
I Standard: Setting involves monetary payments, e.g. tuition

vij = v(xij , ξj , εi )− pij

X Increase in welfare coupled with a transfer is a pareto improvement

I Non-Standard: Utility metric in terms of another variable, e.g. distance

vij = v(xij , ξj , εi )− dij

X Willingness to travel metric
X Inter-personal comparisons and subgroup analysis based on chosen units
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Discrete Choice Model

Consumer’s decision to purchase a product or pick from a set of alternatives

Figure X 

 

𝑣  (0,0) 
Pick Option 1 

Pick Option 2 

Pick Option 0 

𝜈  

X Choice reveals the region in utility space
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Estimation Approaches

Several possible estimation methods:
I Maximum likelihood [McFadden, 1974; Train, 2004]
I Method of Moments (with price endogeneity) [Berry, 1994; Berry, Levinsohn and

Pakes, 1995]
I Bayesian MCMC methods [Rossi, McCulloch and Allenby, 1996]
I Maximum Score [Manski, 1985]
I Moment Inequality [Ciliberto and Tamer, 2009; Pakes 2010; Chernozhukov, Hong

and Tamer, 2007]

X Logit choice probabilities when ε ∼ EV I

P(i chooses j |X ;β) =
exp(xijβ)∑
k exp (xikβ)

I Yields simple maximum likelihood methods
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Rank-Ordered Data

Some school choice systems use incentive compatible ordinal mechanisms

X Deferred Acceptance, Top Trading Cycles and Serial Dictatorship mechanisms
I Good source of administrative data to learn about preferences

Figure X 

 

  

𝑣  (0,0) 

Do Not Rank 

Rank 2 > 1 

Rank 1 > 2 

Rank 1 only 

Rank 2 only 

𝜈  
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Rank-Ordered Data

X Multiple choices useful for individual specific (random) co-efficients βi

vij = xijβi + εij

I When εij has a GEV Type I distribution, we get the exploded logit form:

P(i ranks j > j ′|X ;βi ) =
exp(xijβi )∑
k exp (xikβi )

exp(xij′βi )∑
k 6=j exp (xikβi )

[Beggs, Cardell and Hausman (1981) and Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (2004)]

Many applications to school choice data [Abdulkadiroglu, Agarwal and Pathak,

2015; Hastings, Kane and Staiger, 2009; Ajayi, 2015; amongst others]
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 student  characteristics (i.e.,   α   l  = 0  for all  l   ). Further, we do not include additional 
achievement characteristics examined in Table 4, such as high English achievement 
and percentage of students later attending a four-year college, because these both 
closely relate to high math achievement.

The next three specifications include student-school interactions. Each specifica-
tion includes dummies for Spanish, Asian, and Other Language Programs, which are 
interacted with students’ English proficiency status and whether they are Hispanic 

Table 7—Select Preference Estimates for Different Demand Specifications

School characteristics × Student characteristics

Models with random coefficients

No student 
interactions

Without random 
coefficients

All 
choices

Choice among 
eligible programs

(1) (2) (3) (4)

High math achievement
 Main effect 0.016 (0.016) 0.027 (0.014) −0.029 (0.018) −0.058 (0.039)
 Baseline math 0.031 (0.001) 0.039 (0.001) 0.050 (0.001)
Percent subsidized lunch
 Main effect −0.085 (0.007) −0.057 (0.004) −0.069 (0.009) −0.113 (0.058)
Size of ninth grade (in 100s)
 Main effect −0.164 (0.036) −0.092 (0.032) −0.113 (0.048) −0.153 (0.178)
Percent white
 Main effect −0.002 (0.014) 0.070 (0.012) 0.062 (0.016) 0.093 (0.062)
 Asian −0.054 (0.002) −0.075 (0.003) −0.100 (0.004)
 Black −0.084 (0.002) −0.124 (0.002) −0.189 (0.003)
 Hispanic −0.047 (0.002) −0.084 (0.002) −0.119 (0.003)
Standard deviation of ε 7.226 (0.010) 7.385 (0.011) 7.858 (0.013) 10.059 (0.022)
Standard deviation of ξ 3.519 (0.121) 2.954 (0.100) 3.676 (0.129) 5.151 (0.650)
Random coefficients (covariances)
 Size of ninth grade (in 100s) 1.584 (0.009) 1.837 (0.012)
  Percent white −0.006 (0.001) −0.009 (0.001)
  Percent subsidized lunch −0.002 (0.000) −0.002 (0.000)
  High math achievement −0.011 (0.001) −0.015 (0.001)
 Percent white 0.008 (0.000) 0.013 (0.000)
  Percent subsidized lunch −0.001 (0.000) −0.002 (0.000)
  High math achievement 0.005 (0.000) 0.007 (0.000)
 Percent subsidized lunch 0.002 (0.000) 0.003 (0.000)
  High math achievement 0.000 (0.000) −0.001 (0.000)
 High math achievement 0.016 (0.000) 0.022 (0.000)

X X X
X X X

69,907 69,907 69,907 69,907 
542,666 542,666  542,666 542,666 

Notes: Select estimates of demand system with submitted ranks over 497 program choices in 235 schools. Distance 
is calculated using ArcGIS. Dummies for missing school attributes are estimated with separate coefficients. Column 
1 contains no interactions between student and school characteristics. Column 2 contains interactions among 
school characteristics and baseline achievement, gender, race, special education, limited English proficiency, 
subsidized lunch, and median 2000 census block group family income. Columns 3–4 include random coefficients 
on school size, percent white, percent subsidized lunch, and math achievement, with unrestricted covariance across 
characteristics. High math achievement is the fraction of students who score more than 85 on the Math A Regents 
in New York State Report Cards. Models estimate the utility differences among inside options only. Column 4 
restricts each applicant’s choice set to include eligible programs. If an applicant ranked an ineligible program, that 
program is included in the choice set. A total of 193 programs have eligibility restrictions and 3,854 students rank 
an ineligible program. Standard errors in parentheses.

Source: Abdulkadiroglu, Agarwal and Pathak (2017). Select Coefficients
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Welfare Gains From Coordination
In 2003, NYC replaced an uncoordinated mechanism with one based on DA

I Uncoordinated mechanism did not automate offer processing
X One-third were unassigned and placed administratively in a nearby school3670 THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW DECEMBER 2017

The estimates discussed above may be optimistic because they are not based on 
the best-case scenario for the uncoordinated mechanism. Table 10 reports the extent 
to which truthful reporting may be biased in favor of the uncoordinated mechanism. 
Specifically, the table reports

   Δ   ℓ  =   1 __ 
 | ′ |      ∑ 

i∈′
    E [EU( r  i  ∗,ℓ ,  u i  )]  −   1 __ 

 | ′ |      ∑ 
i∈′

    E [EU( r  i  T  ,  u i   )] , 

for  ℓ = 10, 15,  and  20  where   r  i  T   is the truthful report, i.e.,   r  ik  T    is the program with 
the  k th   highest utility in   u i   , and a student only ranks a school if it is preferred to 
remaining unassigned in the main round. The difference between our approxima-
tion of optimal reporting and truthful reporting in the uncoordinated mechanism 
indicates that the range under which our behavioral assumptions about rankings 
submitted in the uncoordinated mechanism may alter the conclusions about the two 
mechanisms.38

There is a large difference in behavior between estimates that assume truth-
ful reporting and our approximation of optimal reporting. Using our approxima-
tion computed from the top ten choices, only about one-tenth of applicants submit 
the same rank ordering as they would if they submitted preferences truthfully. As 
we improve our approximation by considering larger choice sets, the fraction of 
applicants who have the same optimal report increases. Roughly half of applicants 

38 If applicants submitted truthful reports in the uncoordinated mechanism and  (p, q)  represents the correspond-
ing admissions probabilities, then

   W ̅     T  ( μ ′  ) =   1 _____ | ′ |      ∑ 
i∈      ′ 

    E [EU( r  i  T  ,  u i   ) ] , 

where   μ ′    is assignment in the uncoordinated mechanism. 

0.06

0.08

−50 −40 −30 −20 −10 0 10 20

0.04

0.02

0

Uncoordinated

Coordinated

Utility in distance (miles)

Figure 4. Student Welfare from Uncoordinated and Coordinated Mechanism 

Notes: Distribution of utility (measured in distance units) from assignment based estimates in column 3 of Table A1 
with mean utility in 2003–2004 normalized to zero. Top and bottom 1 percent are not shown in figure. Line fit from 
Gaussian kernel with bandwidth chosen to minimize mean integrated squared error.

Source: Abdulkadiroglu, Agarwal and Pathak (2017)
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Gains Correlated with Administrative Assignment

X Students most likely to be administratively assigned gained the most!
3675AbdulkAdiroğlu et Al.: effects of coordinAted AssignmentVol. 107 no. 12

it difficult to disentangle changes in the mechanism from other contemporaneous 
changes. Our approach considers groups of students who are more likely to benefit 
from the new mechanism based their likelihood of being assigned administratively 
in the old mechanism. Because our findings suggest that effects are largest for those 
most likely to have been administratively assigned, we anticipate that the down-
stream consequences are largest for that group.

Figure 7 reports estimates of math and English Regents and graduation based on 
the probability a student is administratively assigned, constructed in the same way as 
Figure 6. The top panel shows the difference in Regents math and English achieve-
ment is largest for students who were most likely to be administratively assigned in 
the uncoordinated mechanism, and the difference in achievement mirrors the dif-
ference in utility shown in Figure 6. The bottom panel shows that these differences 
translate into differences in graduation rates, with a nearly 10 percent graduation 
increase for students who were most likely to be formerly administratively assigned.

VIII. Model Fit and Alternate Behavioral Assumptions

A. Model Fit

Since our goal is to make statements about welfare, it is important to examine 
how well our demand estimates match the data. We first investigate within-sample 
fit to see what our estimates imply for the aggregate patterns by rank in Table 6. 

0

10

20

30

M
ile

s

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Probability administratively assigned

∆ utility (including distance)

∆ utility (net distance)

∆ distance

95% confidence interval

Figure 6. Change in Student Welfare by Propensity to be Administratively Assigned in the 
Uncoordinated Mechanism

Notes: Probability of administrative assignment estimated from probit of administrative assignment indicator on 
student census tract dummies and all student characteristics in the demand model except for distance in the unco-
ordinated mechanism. If student lives in a tract where either all or no students are administratively assigned, all 
students from those tracts are coded as administratively assigned. For a grid of points of administrative assignment 
propensity, we plot the difference between local linear regression fits of utility including distance and net of distance 
from coordinated and uncoordinated mechanism computed as in Table 9. Standard errors constructed using 100 
draws of parameter values taken from the posterior distribution and re-estimated utility distributions. For each draw 
of the parameter, we updated ξ and obtained utility draws consistent with observed rank-ordered data using a Gibbs’ 
sampler. Programs that are not ranked by anyone are assigned a draw of ξ from the unconditional distribution.

Source: Abdulkadiroglu, Agarwal and Pathak (2017)
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Alternative Mechanisms

X Student welfare modestly affected by further modifications of the algorithm

3673ABDULKADIROĞLU ET AL.: EFFECTS OF COORDINATED ASSIGNMENTVOL. 107 NO. 12

 somewhat smaller, but they are still large. For instance, the distance-equivalent utility 
for the average student is 9.25 miles (with standard error 0.56 miles). The change in 
distance to enrolled school is also lower than the change in distance to assignment. 
Though a smaller gain from enrollment suggests some of the old mechanism’s mis-
match was undone in its aftermarket, these facts weigh against the argument that 
post-market reallocation has undone a large fraction of misallocation. Relatedly, 
since the exit rate in the coordinated mechanism is lower than in the uncoordinated 
mechanism, more students preferred accepting their coordinated offer over enrolling 
in a high school outside of the system. This finding suggests that our welfare estimate 
may understate the overall effect for all public school eighth graders.

Figure 5 summarizes the comparisons across the alternative mechanisms. The 
scale corresponds to 18.96 miles from neighborhood to utilitarian assignment. Under 
our approximation to the best-case for the uncoordinated mechanism, the difference 
between it and the coordinated mechanism represents 45 percent of the total range. This 
is more than double the possible range associated with further tweaks to the matching 
algorithm, which is at most 20 percent. This finding informs a broader debate in the 
market design literature about the importance of sophisticated market clearing mech-
anisms. In the context of auctions, Klemperer (2002, p. 170) argued that “most of the 
extensive auction literature is of second-order importance for practical auction design,” 
and that “good auction design is mostly good elementary economics.” Consistent with 
this point of view, for school matching market design, coordinating admissions pro-
duces much larger gains than algorithm refinements within the coordinated system.

VII. Comparison for the Administratively Assigned

A key difference between mechanisms is the number of students administratively 
assigned. Table 4 shows that being administratively assigned is undesirable: stu-
dents are assigned to schools that differ substantially from the schools they ranked. 
These facts suggest that students who are administratively assigned loom large in 
comparisons between mechanisms. In this section, we investigate what our demand 
estimates imply for this group, and we also examine achievement outcomes.

Neighborhood
assignment

Uncoordinated
mechanism Student-optimal

stable

Utilitarian
optimal

Approx. best-case

Gain from no choice benchmark
to uncoordinated mechanism

(6.69 miles, 35%)

Coordinating assignment
(8.54 miles, 45%)

Potential algorithm
improvements

(3.73 miles, 20%)

0.11
miles
0.6%

0.51
miles
2.7%

2.08 miles
11.0%

3.11 miles
16.4%

Truthful

Coordinated
mechanism

Pareto efficient
stable

Figure 5. Coordinating Assignments versus Algorithm Improvements
Source: Abdulkadiroglu, Agarwal and Pathak (2017)
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Strategic Choices

However, many mechanisms do not incentivize truthful reporting

X Immediate Acceptance Mechanism prioritizes students at higher ranked choices
I Trade-off: Gaining priority at true second-choice or try for true first choice
I Need to interpret choices in terms of preferences

Mechanisms and strategies map to assignment probabilities

LRi = Eσ−i [Φ(Ri ,R−i )|Ri ] ∈ ∆J

I Φ encodes the mechanism, priorities and school capacities
I σ denotes the strategy

X Estimate LRi using either
I Administrative data on reports and knowledge of the mechanism [e.g. Agarwal

and Somaini, 2018]
I or, using surveys [Kapor et.al., 2017]
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Strategic ChoicesFigure X 
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Revealed Preferences
Figure X 
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X Baseline case of optimal choices [see He 2012; Agarwal and Somaini, 2015;

Calsamiglia et.al., 2016; Hwang, 2016; for extensions and applications]
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Revealed Preferences
Figure X 
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X Similar to simpler discrete choice setting!

Several recent developments with varying behavioral assumptions
[He, 2014; Agarwal and Somaini, 2015; Calsamiglu, Guell and Fu, 2015; Hwang, 2015]
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Sheet1

Page 1

Estimated Willingness to Travel (in miles)

Paid Lunch Free Lunch Paid Lunch Free Lunch Paid Lunch Free Lunch

Graham Parks 22% 82% 1.29 0.40 1.9 -0.17
[0.06] [0.08] [0.12] [0.19]

Haggerty 45% 87% 1.39 0.72 1.49 0.61
[0.07] [0.11] [0.10] [0.15]

Baldwin 49% 89% 1.26 0.50 1.35 0.73
[0.05] [0.09] [0.07] [0.10]

Morse 54% 64% 0.66 0.70 0.84 1.00
[0.07] [0.08] [0.08] [0.10]

Amigos 73% 74% -0.01 -0.38 0.02 -0.39
[0.13] [0.15] [0.11] [0.15]

Cambridgeport 51% 77% 0.77 0.18 0.68 0.39
[0.06] [0.08] [0.08] [0.10]

King Open 100% 100% 0.65 0.40 0.59 0.22
[0.06] [0.07] [0.08] [0.10]

Peabody 94% 95% 0.22 0.48 0.06 0.27
[0.08] [0.09] [0.09] [0.12]

Tobin 93% 72% -0.49 0.64 -0.82 0.37
[0.11] [0.12] [0.18] [0.19]

Fletcher Maynard 100% 76% -1.30 -0.05 -2.29 -0.19
[0.14] [0.10] [0.24] [0.14]

Kenn Long 100% 100% -0.19 0.47 -0.36 0.17
[0.09] [0.07] [0.14] [0.11]

MLK 100% 100% -0.66 0.08 -1.27 -0.32
[0.10] [0.09] [0.16] [0.13]

King Open Ola 100% 100% -3.60 -4.13 -2.20 -2.69
[0.35] [0.39] [0.32] [0.44]

Outside Option --- --- -2.08 -1.44 -0.50 -0.94
[0.10] [0.09] [0.04] [0.06]

Probability of Assignment 
as First Choice School Assumption: Truthful 

Behavior
Assumption: Sophisticated 

Behavior

Notes: Estimates from Agarwal and Somaini (2015). Utility Estimates relative to the mean value of inside 
options.
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Comparison Between IA and DA

Percent Assigned to First Choice 67.8 58.4 86.4
Percent Assigned to Second Choice 15.8 18.7 10.0
Percent Assigned to Third Choice 5.2 7.1 1.5

Percent Assigned to First Choice 72.3 63.9 88.8
Percent Assigned to Second Choice 14.7 18.1 7.9
Percent Assigned to Third Choice 3.9 5.1 1.3

Mean Utility DA - Cambridge -0.078 -0.107 -0.021
Std. Utility DA - Cambridge 0.109 0.120 0.046
Percent DA > Cambridge 17.3 15.6 20.6
Percent DA ≈ Cambridge 31.2 28.0 37.5
Percent DA < Cambridge 51.5 56.4 41.9
Percent with Justified Envy 2.5 2.7 2.3

All 
Students

Paid 
Lunch

Free 
Lunch

Deferred Acceptance

Immediate Acceptance

Comparison
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Empirical Findings and Limitations: School Choice

Other Key findings
I Preference heterogeneity based on socio-economic characteristics [Hastings,

Kane and Staiger, 2009; Abdulkadiroglu, Agarwal and Pathak, 2015]
I Biases in beliefs can diminish screening benefits of Immediate Acceptance

[Agarwal and Somaini, 2015; Kapor, Neilson and Zimmerman, 2016]
I Improving the organization of after-markets is promising [Narita, 2016]

Some limitations and avenues for future research
I Models take strong stances on parent information [Hastings and Weinstein, 2008]
I Peer effects are largely ignored
I Limited evidence on monetary value for better schools
I Limited evidence on effects of assignment on achievement outcomes
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Estimating Preferences Using Stability

So far...
I Settings where individual’s choices are observed
X Interpreting choices may still be challenging without truthful behavior

Often observe who matches with whom
I College/school enrollment data
I Employer-employee match dta

Typical datasets include characteristics of both sides (eg. workers and firms)
I Significant sorting in proxies for quality
X Cannot choose your most preferred option → must also be chosen

X Two issues:

1. Cannot directly use revealed preferences approaches developed earlier
2. Need two-sided preference model
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Stability

Pairwise stable equilibrium for frictionless markets
I IR: Each firm is assigned no more than its capacity
I IC: No worker prefers a firm that prefers that worker to an assigned worker (at

fixed salaries)

X Substantiating this assumption requires knowledge of market institutions
I Medical matching market using stable matching algorithms [Agarwal (2015)]
I Schools using test scores for admissions [Fack, Grenet and He (2015)]
I College admission settings [Akyol and Krishna (2017); Bucarey (2017)]
I Decentralized settings [Boyd et.al. (2013); Jiang (2016); Vissing (2017)]
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One Side: School Choice or College Admissions

Suppose we know preferences of schools for students
I Student i has test score eij for school j

Stability admits a cutoff representation [Azevedo and Leshno (2016)]

I Each school has a cutoff
Pj = min

i∈µ−1(j)
eij

I Students can enroll in any eligible school

S(ei ,P) = {j ∈ J|Pj ≤ eij}

I Students enroll at their most preferred eligible school

µ(i) = arg max
j∈S(ei ,P)

uij

X Cutoffs ensure that no school is over-subscribed

X Can construct choice sets using data on P and ei

25/40



Revealed Preferences Figure X 

 

 

𝑣  (0,0) 

Enroll in Option 1 Enroll in Option 0 

𝜈  

X Similar to simplest discrete choice setting!

Less information because no information about unattainable options
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Empirical Details

Applicable to settings with rank-data
I Ranks are hard to interpret if students know which schools are unattainable
X Stability is more robust, especially in large markets

[Fack, Grenet and He (2015); Artemov, Che and He (2017)]

Choice probabilities are similar to standard discrete choice
I In mixed-logit case:

P(i enrolls in j |X ;βi ) =
exp(xijβi )∑

k∈S(ei ,P) exp (xikβi )

X Notice the denominator

Extrapolation of preferences for lower performing students
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Choice probabilities are similar to standard discrete choice
I In mixed-logit case:
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Application: College Financial Aid Design in Chile

Chilean government was elected on the promise of making college free by
2020

I Active policy debates around the world, including the US

Several major implications
I Increase in financial aid across the board
I Smallest change for current beneficiaries – low income students

X What should we expect to happen in 2020?
I Who gains the most?
I Are there any losers?
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Outline of Analysis: Bucarey (2017)

Chilean Higher Education
I Most selective colleges use a DA based admission scheme
X Known aggregate of test scores used for admission
I Administrative data on student enrollment

Regression discontinuity and Differences-in-differences analysis
I Students barely eligible for financial aid are more likely to attend 4-year college

[Solis (2017)]
I Past expansions, although modest, resulted in crowding out of the poor

Structural Model
I Preferences for various college-majors
I Willingness to pay estimated using regression discontinuity in financial aid

X Effects of free tuition?
I Who would enroll where if capacities did not change?
I How much expansion in capacities would offset any adverse effects?
I Can we design a better policy?
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Effects of Free Tuition
Ignoring Capacity Constraints

Table 11: Excess of Demand with Free Tuition, Capacities and Admission Cutoffs at Baseline
Level

All University 
Centralized 

System
Vocational

A. Percentage Excess of Demand

Common Price Coefficient Model 47% 58% 44% 28%

Income-heterogeneous Price Coefficient Model 35% 37% 25% 31%

B. Program Characteristics

Share of Students Enrolled in Baseline 100% 64% 40% 34%

Number of Programs 2,370 2,361 1,287 -

Type of Program

Notes: This table presents the percentage excess of demand over baseline capacity after introducing free

tuition, assuming that admission cutoffs and capacity remain at baseline levels from year 2015. Admission

cutoffs are simulated for the baseline equilibrium using estimates of preferences for the respective model.

Panel A uses estimates from each of the two models considered in estimation, while Panel B shows basic

descriptive of the baseline. Centralized system are the group of university programs that admit students

using a coordinated system. The number of vocational programs is omitted as I group them in nine

categories for estimation.

Table 12: Baseline and Percentage Change in Enrollment by Institution and Income Quintile
after Free Tuition Introduction

Baseline
Change with 

Free College
Baseline

Change with 

Free College
Baseline

Change with 

Free College

A. Common Price Coefficient Model

Poorest 20% 0.57 -10% 0.27 -11% 0.15 -13%

2nd Income Quintile 0.78 0% 0.44 -11% 0.27 -20%

3rd Income Quintile 0.73 -5% 0.46 -6% 0.29 -11%

4th Income Quintile 0.69 8% 0.50 9% 0.32 11%

Richest 20% 0.69 17% 0.59 15% 0.38 17%

B. Income-heterogeneous Price Coefficient Model

Poorest 20% 0.56 -7% 0.27 -12% 0.15 -13%

2nd Income Quintile 0.72 -2% 0.40 -8% 0.25 -12%

3rd Income Quintile 0.72 3% 0.46 -5% 0.29 -12%

4th Income Quintile 0.71 11% 0.53 6% 0.34 7%

Richest 20% 0.72 18% 0.62 11% 0.40 13%

All Programs University Centralized System

Notes: This table presents the change in average enrollment for different income groups at different

institutions before and after a free tuition policy. Each panel presents the same figures for the two models

estimated. Simulations hold capacities fixed at baseline levels of 2015.

51

X Cutoffs or capacity would have to change!
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Effects of Free Tuition
Fixed Capacity

Figure 4: Graphical Representation of Stylized Example in Space (I, t)

Admitted    Applicants

Rejected    Applicants

Admission Cutoff

Admission Test Score (t)

Income (I)

(a) Admitted Population to Selective College in Baseline

Admitted    Applicants

Rejected    Applicants

New Admission Cutoff

Admission Test Score (t)

Income (I)

Displaced Students

(b) Admitted Population to Selective College with Tuition Free Col-
lege
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Effects of Free Tuition
Fixed Capacity

Table 11: Excess of Demand with Free Tuition, Capacities and Admission Cutoffs at Baseline
Level

All University 
Centralized 

System
Vocational

A. Percentage Excess of Demand

Common Price Coefficient Model 47% 58% 44% 28%

Income-heterogeneous Price Coefficient Model 35% 37% 25% 31%

B. Program Characteristics

Share of Students Enrolled in Baseline 100% 64% 40% 34%

Number of Programs 2,370 2,361 1,287 -

Type of Program

Notes: This table presents the percentage excess of demand over baseline capacity after introducing free

tuition, assuming that admission cutoffs and capacity remain at baseline levels from year 2015. Admission

cutoffs are simulated for the baseline equilibrium using estimates of preferences for the respective model.

Panel A uses estimates from each of the two models considered in estimation, while Panel B shows basic

descriptive of the baseline. Centralized system are the group of university programs that admit students

using a coordinated system. The number of vocational programs is omitted as I group them in nine

categories for estimation.

Table 12: Baseline and Percentage Change in Enrollment by Institution and Income Quintile
after Free Tuition Introduction

Baseline
Change with 

Free College
Baseline

Change with 

Free College
Baseline

Change with 

Free College

A. Common Price Coefficient Model

Poorest 20% 0.57 -10% 0.27 -11% 0.15 -13%

2nd Income Quintile 0.78 0% 0.44 -11% 0.27 -20%

3rd Income Quintile 0.73 -5% 0.46 -6% 0.29 -11%

4th Income Quintile 0.69 8% 0.50 9% 0.32 11%

Richest 20% 0.69 17% 0.59 15% 0.38 17%

B. Income-heterogeneous Price Coefficient Model

Poorest 20% 0.56 -7% 0.27 -12% 0.15 -13%

2nd Income Quintile 0.72 -2% 0.40 -8% 0.25 -12%

3rd Income Quintile 0.72 3% 0.46 -5% 0.29 -12%

4th Income Quintile 0.71 11% 0.53 6% 0.34 7%

Richest 20% 0.72 18% 0.62 11% 0.40 13%

All Programs University Centralized System

Notes: This table presents the change in average enrollment for different income groups at different

institutions before and after a free tuition policy. Each panel presents the same figures for the two models

estimated. Simulations hold capacities fixed at baseline levels of 2015.
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Effects of Free Tuition
Welfare EffectsTable 13: Welfare Consequences of Tuition Free College

Utility Utility Net of Price Sticker Tuition Received Scholarship

A. Common Price Coefficient Model

Family Income

Poorest Quintile -$3,396 -$1,180 -$567 $1,137

Second Quintile -$4,586 -$1,454 -$243 $1,458

Third Quintile -$2,994 -$1,109 -$524 $1,274

Fourth Quintile -$1,247 -$776 $630 $2,736

Richest Quintile -$96 -$490 $1,460 $3,484

Test Scores

Lowest Quartile -$8,533 -$2,485 -$2,184 $24

Top Quartile $1,955 $178 $3,328 $4,515

B. Income-heterogeneous Price Coefficient Model

Family Income

Poorest Quintile -$6,530 -$1,078 -$506 $1,271

Second Quintile -$3,684 -$990 -$323 $1,379

Third Quintile -$1,461 -$778 -$25 $1,629

Fourth Quintile $404 -$572 $675 $3,070

Richest Quintile $1,486 -$332 $1,204 $3,832

Test Scores

Lowest Quartile -$10,980 -$2,178 -$2,160 $34

Top Quartile $5,480 $614 $2,509 $5,038

Change in average:

Notes: This table compares the average of the variable in each column for the free tuition case and the

baseline. Utilities are expressed in dollar equivalent.
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Estimating Preferences on Both Sides

Key problem: Final matches depend on two sets of preferences

Build intuition using simple model with no preference heterogeneity

uij = zjβ + wj + ξj

hi = xiα + εi

I Perfect assortative matching on u and h

1. Information in sorting patterns
2. Usefulness of many-to-one matching structure

[see Diamond and Agarwal, 2017 for formal analysis]

X Wage endogeneity can be dealt with using a control function approach

Related work and alternative approaches: [Diamond and Agarwal, 2017; Menzel,

2015; Choo and Siow, 2006; Fox, 2010; Chiappori, Galichon and Salanie, and co-authors

(several papers); Galichon, Kominers and Weber, 2015]
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Limitation of Sorting Patterns

Resident Program Characteristic

Characteristic Large Small

High 30% 20%

Low 20% 30%

Assume that residents from “High” NIH funded schools tend to be better

Cannot learn about preferences on both sides from sorting patterns alone
I Consistent a strong preference for large hospitals +

moderate association between high NIH funding and resident skill

I Cannot distinguish from the reverse

I Degree of sorting on observables increases with both α and β

Large β and small α vs. large α and small β
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Usefulness of Data from Many-to-One Matching

Data from many-to-one matching provides additional identifying information
I Do residents matched at the same program have similar characteristics?

Two residents matched at the same program must be similarly qualified

Residents at a program have similar values of x if it strongly predicts human
capital ⇒ small within-program variation

Provides crucial information that is not available in one-to-one matching

X Combine with sorting patterns to learn about preferences on both sides
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Information in Many-to-One Matching

Variation within-program decreases with importance of resident characteristic
I Programs are more segregated by degree type than gender
I Consistent with degree but not gender being associated with skills

Fraction of Variation

Within Program-Year

Log NIH Fund (MD) 77.8%

Median MCAT (MD) 72.1%

Osteopathic/DO Degree 85.2%

Foreign Degree 57.2%

Allopathic/MD Degree 64.8%

Female 96.4%
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Estimates for Job Characteristics

Select Variables Full Geographic Geo. Het. w/

Heterogeneity Heterogeneity Instrument

(1) (2) (3)

Case Mix Index (1 sd.) $4,792 $2,320 $6,088

Random Coeff. (sigma) $4,503

Log NIH Fund (Major) (1 sd.) $491 $6,499 $4,402

Random Coeff. (sigma) $5,498

Log Beds (1 sd.) $6,900 $3,528 $8,837

Random Coeff. (sigma) $11,107

Log NIH Fund (Minor) (1 sd.) $4,993 $5,560 $7,620

Medical School State $9,820 $2,302 $4,529

Birth State $6,342 $1,320 $2,451

Rural Birth x Rural Program $1,189 $109 $233

Source: Agarwal (2015)
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Centralization and Salary Setting

Centralized mechanism in the medical market has been criticized as a
mechanism for wage suppression [Jung et.al., 2002]

I Medical residents make approximately $40,000 less than substitute labor
X Lawsuit argument based on a perfect competition benchmark

Debate on the effects of this market reform on wage suppression [Niederle and

Roth, 2003; Bulow and Levin, 2006; Kojima, 2007]

Medical labor markets are characterized by imperfect competition
I Sources: Accreditation restrictions on programs, fixed costs of operating and

heterogeneity in quality

Conservative estimates suggest that these sources result in wage depression
(implicit tuition) of at least $23,000 relative to MPL net training costs
[Agarwal, 2015]

X These sources of imperfect competition are not directly related to the match

X Centralized designs with ordered contracts allows for salary flexibility [Kelso

and Crawford, 1982; Niederle, 2007; Crawford, 2008]
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Empirical Findings and Conclusions

Approaches that use similar equilibrium models have been used to quantify
I Match surplus in the market for venture capital [Sorenson, 2007]
I Factors that determine the marital surplus [Choo and Siow, 2006; Chiappori,

Salanie and Wiess, 2016, and others]
I Efficiency of various market mechanisms [Bajari and Fox, 2013; Jiang, 2016]
I Value of mergers in the Industrial Organizations literature [Akkus, Cookson and

Hortacsu, 2015]
I Determinants of public school teacher matching [Boyd et.al., 2013]
I Effects of market power on drilling leases [Vissing (2016)]
I Effects of financial incentives and quantiy regulatsions for rural training

[Agarwal (2017)]

Limitations and avenues for future research
I Restrictive assumptions on preference distribution
I Richer matching function at the cost of incorporating market frictions [see

Sorkin, 2016, for an exception]
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Empirical Analysis in Matching Market Design

1. Diagnose market failures/problems
I Systematic and quantitative assessment of a market

2. Evaluate designs
I Quantify trade-offs and evaluate solutions

3. Recommend improvements
I What are the most important remaining problems?

4. Policy Analysis
I How does the design interact with other government policies?

X Principle of the approach is broader than school/college assignment
I Agarwal et.al. 2018 analyze the US Kidney Exchange market

X Document fragmentation and inefficiency, and then design policy
responses
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Summary Future Directions

Avenues for future research
I What are the effects of matching systems on education/health outcomes?
I Comparison with decentralized markets

X Features commonly arise in the allocation of rival and non-excludable goods
I Heterogeneity and capacity constraints
I Limitations on the price mechanism

A variety of other settings
I College applications in non-centralized schemes
I Allocation of medical care via wait-lists
I Public housing and organ allocation

X Key: Empirical approach depends on

1. Rules of the market
2. Available data
3. Nature of the agent’s decision problem
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